138   HOME LANDSCAPING
Trees. Sixty per cent of the planting tuna tor a home should
usually be expended for trees. Trees do more than anything else
to make a garden livable, as they are invaluable for shade as well
as for beauty. Large trees are such an asset on a building site that
it is usually advisable to locate the house so as to spare the trees.
See page 144 for a good example.
Large trees to shade the south and west sides of the house should
be deciduous, fo^in winter they do not block the sunlight. Ever-
green trees may be used near the house only on the north side.
Shade trees are also needed at various points in the grounds to pro-
vide shady play ground and rest areas for any time of the day,
Trees are necessary for appearmce too. Every house needs them
for a setting. Low-branched trees are desirable only in places
where there is ample space for them; in small properties low
branches should usually be removed in order to alloxv use of the
space under the trees. A shrub border may include occasional
coniferous evergreen trees to give an interesting silhouette. The
final size of the full-grown trees must be considered because they
must all be in proper scale with the house*
It is generally advisable to choose native trees, because they are
most likely to thrive and also to suit the landscape* Trees and
shrubs that are neighbors in their natural state usually combine
well. Fruit- and nut-bearing trees should be more popular* Care
must be exercised in order to obtain varieties that are not hosts to
blights and other prevalent ravages. Dwarf fruit trees, pruned
and trained flat against walls or fences, occupy little space and pro-
vide an interesting design element particularly when bearing blos-
soms or fruit* Since the dramatic element is helpful in achieving
beauty, the dormant tree that suddenly bursts into bloom is an im-
portant factor in landscape composition*
A landscape designer, even an amateur, should think of trees
first as conventionalized forms: columns, cy!inders; cones, spheres,
or umbrellas. Each tree has a directing line of growth, horizontal
or vertical, upward or downward slanting, upward or downward
curving, or flaring. The characteristics of a tree depend largely
upon its architecture; a solid structure has a very different quality
from an airy one* Trees will be correctly used if their basic lines
and forms are considered and if an awareness of their individuality
is developed.

